Fatigue Lives of Power Plant Structures Due to Load Sequence Effects Originating from Fluctuating Production of Renewable Energy
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Abstract. The change in operation of power plants due to the increasing use of renewable energies causes additional stresses to the components by a high number of smaller load cycles. This fact results in a demand for validated new approaches to estimate fatigue life especially for welded joints that are the weak parts within the piping. The components are operated in the LCF regime where short fatigue crack growth determines the life. Therefore, a non-linear fracture mechanics based approach is appropriate.

For the development and validation of the model, an experimental campaign was performed including fatigue tests of smooth specimens with various microstructures of X6CrNiNb18-10 (AISI 347) as well as specimens containing mechanical and microstructural notches. Experiments are performed with all types of specimens with an increasing complexity from constant to variable amplitude loading, the latter also applied as pseudo-random sequence derived from measurements in power plants. The developed non-linear fracture mechanics based model uses the effective cyclic J-Integral normalized to the crack length to replace crack growth calculation by a linear damage accumulation. To consider the loading history an algorithm for the calculation of crack opening and crack closure is used. The advantages of this approach are evident when comparing calculated with experimentally determined fatigue lives. Remaining differences serve for further considerations of how to improve the life prediction for variable amplitudes.

1 Introduction

The fluctuating production of renewable energies compared with a cyclically varying energy consumption mainly induced by day-night-rhythm led to a flexible operation of conventional power plants. Conventional power plants have to cover the gaps in energy consumption between day-night-rhythm, but even between a windy cloudless summer day when solar and wind are able to cover the whole energy needs and a windless cloudy winter day when solar and wind do not contribute the production of energy. Without the possibility to store the surplus of energy for peak-periods, conventional power plants still need to be present. The
reasons for this dilemma can be discussed controversially, but the consequences need to be quantified on basis of scientific findings. Life assessments can be based on various approaches and a variety of influence factors might necessarily be taken into account. Depending on the effort, the user respectively the operator of a power plant can gain a more realistic assessment of a component. For the assessment of life under variable amplitude loading a selection of methods is presented and discussed in this paper. For validation, a large number of tests under variable amplitude loading were performed with various specimens.

2 Material, Specimens and Testing

The material in the focus of investigations is the austenitic stainless steel 1.4550 (X6CrNiNb18-10) which is commonly used for the piping of conventional power plants. Four different types of specimens are tested: unnotched specimens made of base and heat-affected-zone material, the latter produced by a Gleeble welding simulator (see [15] for details of the machine), notched specimens of base material and welded specimens. Base material and Gleeble specimens are tested at different temperatures between ambient temperature and 350°C. Welded and notched specimens are tested at 180°C which is the average of the temperatures measured during shutdown of a power plant at the component of interest (see Fig. 1). Three test types are performed: fatigue tests under constant amplitude loading, under two stage amplitude loading and under eight stage amplitude loading. The eight stage amplitude loading has to be distinguished into block tests, operational load tests and operational load tests with a superimposed thermal cycle (operational load TMF). Two stage amplitude loading tests were performed by the sequence of one big cycle followed by a 10, 100, 1000 or 10000 cycles of a much lower level. The tests under eight stage amplitude loading are performed with the amplitudes and their frequency of occurrence derived from the temperature measurement of a component during shutdown of a nuclear power plant (see Fig. 1, left). The measured temperatures were processed to a local stress and strain history [1]. Based on this data, the authors counted the cycles with a rainflow algorithm [2] and created a load spectrum by the Sum of two Gaussian like distributed (SoftGild) load spectra according to measured load spectrum (see Fig. 1, right).

![Fig. 1. Measured temperature for shutdown period of 3 days [1] (left); Investigated SOFTGILD (sum of two Gaussian like distributed load spectra) load spectrum by sum of higher and lower load spectrum, derived load spectrum for stepwise application by 8 steps (right) ](image_url)

The higher portion of SoftGild load spectrum contains about $10^2$ cycles, the lower portion about $10^4$ cycles). For the block tests, the amplitudes appear in blocks of ascending and
descending sequence, for the operational load tests the amplitudes appear in a pseudo-random sequence. The latter sequence is superimposed with a thermal cycle of 50-350°C for the operational load TMF tests. The highest amplitude of variable amplitude loading tests was always performed under a controlled strain ratio of R=−1. The position of the smaller amplitudes within the largest cycle was varied. The three investigated variations consist of (a) mean strain equal to zero, (b) highest possible mean strains resulting in a sequence where each peak has the maximum strain (ε_max = const.), and (c) lowest possible mean strains resulting in a sequence where each valley has the minimum strain (ε_min = const.).

3 Damage Calculation Methods

Damage calculations for the two stage test have been performed applying the linear damage accumulation rule (Palmgren-Miner’s hypothesis [3,4]) in connection with several damage parameters. First, the life is calculated by considering only the strain ranges. Second, life is calculated using the damage parameter P SWT, additionally taking mean stresses into account. Finally, the damage parameter PJ containing the cyclic effective J-Integral has been applied. The linear damage accumulation rule assumes, that the ratio of the applied number of cycles, n_i, of each load level i (in terms of strain ranges or a damage parameter) to the number of load cycles to failure N_i under constant amplitude loading with load level i is summed,

\[ D = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{n_i}{N_i}. \]  

Failure is assumed for D = 1. Hence, a load spectrum with a number of cycles \( H_0 = \sum n_i \) and a damage sum of \( D_{H_0} \) can be applied \( H \) times until failure occurs theoretically:

\[ H = \frac{1.0}{D_{H_0}} \]  

Furthermore, the experimentally investigated endurance limit under constant amplitude loading of \( \varepsilon_a = 0.1937 \% \) is considered for each damage calculation.

3.1 Damage Calculations Based on Strain Amplitudes

For the damage calculation based on strain ranges, performed with the linear damage accumulation rule, the derived strain life curve in terms of the Manson-Coffin-Basquin [5-7] equation is used as reference to calculate the number of cycles to failure for each load level.

3.2 Damage Calculations Based on Strain Amplitudes and Mean Stresses

In addition to previous damage calculation method with the pure strain ranges, the commonly used damage parameter \( P_{SWT} \) [8] is introduced by Equation 3. This damage parameter takes the mean stresses of each load cycle into account, load cycles with identical strain ranges and different mean stresses lead to different amounts of damage.

\[ P_{SWT} = \sqrt{(\sigma_a + \sigma_m)\varepsilon_a E} \]  

The damage parameter \( P_{SWT} \) uses the Manson-Coffin-Basquin equation for the mathematical description of the damage parameter life curve:

\[ P_{SWT} = \sqrt{\sigma_f^2(2N)^{2b} + \sigma_f^2\varepsilon_f E(2N)^{b+c}} \]  

3.3 Damage Calculations Based on Fracture Mechanics Short Crack Growth
In contrast to empirical approaches, a mechanism-oriented concept for describing thermomechanical fatigue should be based on fracture mechanics for short cracks. The effective cyclic J-Integral $\Delta J_{\text{eff}}$ is used as a measure for the fatigue crack growth rate based on a Paris type law \[9\] with the coefficient $C$ and the exponent $m$:

$$\frac{da}{dt} = C \cdot \Delta J_{\text{eff}}^m.$$ \(5\)

The $P_J$-concept uses an approximation formula for the effective cyclic J-Integral for half-penny shaped surface cracks \[10\]. The term “effective” means that crack closure is taken into account. Effective stress and strain ranges are calculated by the difference between the value of the upper reversal point to the value when the crack closes, Fig. 2 (left). The effective cyclic J-Integral can be written as a function of these effective ranges, material parameters and the crack length $a$,

$$\Delta J_{\text{eff}} = \left[2.4 \frac{\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}}^2}{E} + \frac{1.02}{\sqrt{m'}} \Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}} \left( \Delta \epsilon_{\text{eff}} - \frac{\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}}}{E} \right) \right] a,$$ \(6\)

with

$$\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}} = (\sigma_{\text{max}} - \sigma_{\text{cl}}); \Delta \epsilon_{\text{eff}} = (\epsilon_{\text{max}} - \epsilon_{\text{cl}}).$$

In order to avoid time consuming crack growth calculations, the damage parameter, $P_J$, is introduced,

$$P_J = \frac{\Delta J_{\text{eff}}}{a}$$ \(7\)

For constant amplitude loadings, the fatigue life curve can be expressed for values of $P_J$ above the endurance limit $P_{J,e}$ by the following power-law function:

$$N(P_J) = QP_J^{-m} \quad \text{for} \quad P_J > P_{J,e}.$$ \(8\)

The exponent $m$ is equal to the exponent of the Paris law. The state of failure denoted by $N$ is connected with a technical crack length $a_{\text{end}}$. By using $a_{\text{end}}$ and the parameters $C$, $m$ and $Q$, the initial crack length $a_0$ can be recalculated by a backward integration of the crack growth law:

$$a_0 = \left( a_{\text{end}}^{1-m} - (1 - m)C \cdot Q \right)^{\frac{1}{1-m}}$$ \(9\)

In this context, the initial crack length is a fictitious crack length and does not have to coincide with the “real” initial crack length. The effective stress and strain ranges as well as the point of crack closure are calculated based on Newman’s crack closure model \[12\]. The crack opening stress $\sigma_{\text{op}}$ depends on the maximum stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ at the upper point of reversal, the stress-ratio $R$ and an average yield stress $\sigma_0$ which is defined by the mean value of cyclic yield strength and ultimate tensile strength:

$$\sigma_0 = 0.5\left(R_{p0.2} + R_m\right).$$ \(10\)

Based on experimental observations the independency of crack opening from crack length is confirmed \[13\]. Furthermore, assuming that crack opening and crack closing remote strains are approximately equal, with the calculated crack opening stress $\sigma_{\text{op}}$ (see Equation 16) and the Ramberg-Osgood equation it is possible to calculate the crack closure/opening strain with Equation 17 as well as the crack closure stress with Equation 18. With these values the $P_J$ damage life curve can be created by determining the parameters $Q$ and $m$ from Equation 8. For a damage calculation, the coefficient $C$ and a threshold value for effective cyclic J-Integral $\Delta J_{\text{eff,th}}$ are needed. These two parameters can be approximated \[14\] by:

$$C = 10^{-5} \left(5 \cdot 10^5 \frac{1}{\text{mm}} \right)^m E^{-m},$$ \(11\)

$$\Delta J_{\text{eff,th}} = \frac{E}{5 \cdot 10^6} \text{mm.}$$ \(12\)
Because of the fact, that the initial crack length $a_0$ is a fictitious crack length, the initial endurance limit for the damage parameter $P_{J,e,0}^*$, does not correspond to the threshold value for the cyclic J-Integral $\Delta J_{eff,th}$ (determined for long cracks) by:

$$P_{J,e,0}^* \cdot a_0 \neq \Delta J_{eff,th}.$$  

(13)

To re-establish equality in Equation 13, a microstructural constant for short crack threshold description is introduced:

$$l^* = \frac{\Delta J_{eff,th}}{P_{J,e,0}^*} - a_0.$$  

(14)

With proceeding crack growth, i.e. increasing crack length, the microstructural constant can be neglected in contrast to the crack length and it can be written:

$$\text{For } l^* < a: P_{J,e} \cdot a \approx P_{J,e} \cdot (a + l^*) = \Delta J_{eff,th}.$$  

(15)

The $P_J$ Wöhler curve describes well the experimental results under constant amplitude loading of the unnotched specimens, Fig. 2 (right).

Fig. 2. Definition of effective stress and strain-ranges (left); $P_J$-Wöhler-curve fitted to experimental results of unnotched specimens under constant amplitude loading (right)

For a damage calculation for variable amplitude loading, the following steps are necessary for each closed cycle [13]:

1. Calculation of stress at crack opening by Newman’s equation [12]:

$$\frac{\sigma_{op}}{\sigma_{max}} = \begin{cases} 
(A_0 + A_1 R + A_2 R^2 + A_3 R^3) & \text{for } R \geq 0 \\
A_0 + A_1 R & \text{for } R < 0 
\end{cases}$$  

(16)

with

$$A_0 = 0.535 \cos \frac{\pi \sigma_{\text{max}}}{2 \sigma_0}; A_1 = 0.344 \frac{\sigma_{\text{max}}}{\sigma_0}; A_2 = 1 - A_0 - A_1 - A_3; A_3 = 2A_0 + A_1 - 1$$

2. Calculation of strain at crack opening/closure for constant amplitude loading:

$$\varepsilon_{op,\text{const}} = \varepsilon_{cl,\text{const}} = \varepsilon_{\text{min}} + \frac{\sigma_{op} - \sigma_{\text{min}}}{E} + 2 \left(\frac{\sigma_{op} - \sigma_{\text{min}}}{2K^*}\right)^{\frac{1}{n'}}$$  

(17)

3. Calculation of the crack opening strain $\varepsilon_{op}$ depending on the crack opening strain of the previous load step $\varepsilon_{op,\text{previous}}$:

Special cases:

For $\varepsilon_{\text{max}} > \varepsilon_{\text{max,previous}}$ or $\varepsilon_{\text{min}} < \varepsilon_{\text{min,previous}}$ → $\varepsilon_{op} = \varepsilon_{op,\text{const}}$

For $\varepsilon_{\text{max}} \leq \varepsilon_{\text{op,previous}}$ → $\varepsilon_{op} = \varepsilon_{op,\text{previous}}$

Cases with $\varepsilon_{op,\text{const}} \geq \varepsilon_{\text{op,previous}}$ → $\varepsilon_{op} = \varepsilon_{op,\text{previous}}$

Cases with $\varepsilon_{op,\text{const}} < \varepsilon_{\text{op,previous}}$

For $\varepsilon_{\text{op, previous}} \geq 0.4 \sigma_0$ → $\varepsilon_{op} = \varepsilon_{op,\text{const}}$

For $\varepsilon_{\text{op, previous}} < 0.4 \sigma_0$ → $\varepsilon_{op} = \varepsilon_{op,\text{previous}}$

4. Calculation of the crack closure stress:

For $\varepsilon_{op} \leq \varepsilon_{\text{min}}$ → $\sigma_{cl} = \sigma_{\text{min}}$

For $\varepsilon_{op} > \varepsilon_{\text{min}}$, the crack closure stress is iteratively determined from:
\[ \varepsilon_{\text{max}} - \varepsilon_{\text{op}} = \sigma_{\text{max}} - \sigma_{\text{cl}} \frac{1}{E} + 2 \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{max}} - \sigma_{\text{cl}}}{2K_r} \right)^{1/n} \]  

(18)

5. Calculation of damage parameter \( P_J \):

\[ P_J = \left[ 1.24 \frac{\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}}}{E} + 1.02 \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}{\sqrt{n'}} \right] \]  

(19)

with

\[ \Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}} = (\sigma_{\text{max}} - \sigma_{\text{cl}}) \]

\[ \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = (\varepsilon_{\text{max}} - \varepsilon_{\text{op}}) \]

6. Calculation of the damage contribution \( D_{\text{actual}} \) and damage sum \( D_{\text{new}} \):

\[ D_{\text{actual}} = \frac{1}{N} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{P_J^m}{Q} & \text{for } P_J \geq P_{J,e} \\\ne^0 & \text{for } P_J < P_{J,e}
\end{array} \right. \]  

(20)

\[ D_{\text{new}} = D_{\text{previous}} + D_{\text{actual}} \]  

(21)

7. Calculation of endurance limit:

\[ P_{J,e} = \frac{a_0 + l^*}{\left( (a_{\text{end}}^1 - a_0^1)^m D_{\text{new}} + a_0^1 \right)^{1/m} + l^*} \]  

(22)

8. Calculation of the crack opening strain for the following load cycle:

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{op,new}} = \varepsilon_{\text{op,const}} - \left( \varepsilon_{\text{op,const}} - \varepsilon_{\text{op,previous}} \right) e^{(-15D_{\text{actual}})} \]  

(23)

In step 3 the actual crack opening strain is either set to the previous crack opening strain (calculated by step 8) or to the crack opening strain for constant amplitude loading, depending on actual and previous loading. Generally, for two stage tests, the crack opening strain for high amplitude loadings is equal to the corresponding crack opening strain at constant amplitude loading, while it is mainly determined by previous load amplitudes for low amplitude loadings (and especially by the crack opening strain of the previous high amplitude loading). For a high amplitude loading followed by a various number of low amplitude cycles, the crack opening strain increases with an increasing number of low amplitude cycles, depending on the amount of damage for each load cycle (see step 8). Additionally, the load history is also taken into account by the reduction of the endurance limit (see step 7). With an increasing damage sum \( D_{\text{new}} \), the initial endurance limit \( P_{J,e,0} \) is reduced according to the actual crack length.

4 Results

The data basis currently counts about 90 tests under variable amplitude loading for various specimen types and loadings. Under the assumption of Masing-Memory behaviour and a notch factor \( K_f \) of 1.3 for notched and 1.95 for welded specimens (including notch transmission factor as well as statistical and fracture mechanical size effect) the comparison between experimental and calculated fatigue lives shows major differences between the individual damage calculation methods. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 3. The pure consideration of strain amplitudes led to fatigue lives which are in most cases higher than experimentally observed (see Fig 3 a, indicated by the mean value of ratio from calculated to experimental result). The highest deviations result for calculations with the damage parameter \( P_{\text{SWT}} \), (see Fig 3 b). It overestimates the mean stress effect and provides both too high as well as too low fatigue lives. In contrast, the damage parameter \( P_J \) led to the most accurate calculation results. The accuracy can be improved by consideration of the following aspects: All damage calculations considered Masing-Memory behaviour, but the present austenitic steel 1.4550 shows a strong affinity to mean stress relaxation (see Fig. 4 left) and
notch factor $K_f$ of 1.3 for notched and 1.95 for welded specimens (including notch parameter $PSWT$, (see Fig 3 b). It overestimates the mean stress effect and provides both too high as well as too low fatigue lives. In contrast, the damage parameter $PJ$ led to the most accurate calculation results. The accuracy can be improved by consideration of the following aspects: All damage calculations considered Masing-Memory behaviour, but the present reduced according to the actual crack length.

### 4 Results

- **Calculation of the crack opening strain for the following load cycle:**
  
  \[ \epsilon_{op} = (\epsilon_{max} - \epsilon_{cl}) / \Delta \epsilon_{eff} \]
  
  \[ \sigma_{eff} = (\sigma_{max} - \sigma_{cl}) / \Delta \sigma_{eff} \]
  
- **Calculation of endurance limit:**
  
  \[ \sigma_{end} = \sigma_{cl} + \frac{\epsilon_{cl}}{\epsilon_{op}} \]
  
- **Calculation of the damage contribution**
  
  \[ D = \sigma_{eff} - \sigma_{cl} \]
  
- **Calculation of damage parameter $PJ$, $e$**
  
  \[ PJ = \frac{D_{new} - D_{actual}}{D_{actual} - D_{previous}} \]
  
  \[ e = \frac{\epsilon_{op} - \epsilon_{cl}}{\Delta \epsilon_{eff}} \]

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental number of load spectra to failure and calculated number of load spectra to failure with pure strain amplitudes, damage parameter $PSWT$ and damage parameter $PJ$ for Hourglass-, notched and welded specimens.

Fig. 4. Experimentally observed maximum, minimum and mean stress for each cycle of an Eight-Block Test with smooth specimen in comparison with calculated maximum, minimum and mean stress by Masing-Memory (left); Stabilized hysteresis loops for strain controlled loading under constant amplitudes of 0.3%, 0.35%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%.
a Non-Masing behaviour (see Fig. 4 right). Mean stress relaxation led to shorter lives for a cycle in pressure and to longer lives for a cycle in tension. Considering these characteristics in damage calculation could improve the life prediction of damage parameter $P_J$ additionally.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

A broad test program to reveal different influences on variable amplitude loading of the austenitic steel 1.4550 and weld joints of this steel has been carried out with Hourglass-, notched and welded specimens. The measured load spectrum was ordered in blocks or as pseudo-random sequence as an operational load for the tests. Additionally, the placement of the amplitudes was varied ($\varepsilon_{\text{mean}} = \text{const.}$, $\varepsilon_{\text{max}} = \text{const.}$, $\varepsilon_{\text{min}} = \text{const.}$). To assess the lifetime three different concepts have been used: Miner’s rule with strain ranges, damage parameter $PSWT$ and damage parameter $P_J$. Comparing the results of the various assessment methods, it can be concluded that $P_J$ gives the most accurate assessment of life. Nevertheless, the concept can be improved, especially the input data to the concept can be improved by consideration of the mean stress relaxation.
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